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      Welcome to Slim

      Slim Studio is the #1 Center for EMSculpt NEO & CoolSculpting Elite in Atlanta & Your Premier Destination for Botox & Fillers
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    Slim, Sculpt & Smooth

    At Slim Studio, we only offer the BEST for your Face & Body. Our entire practice revolves around ensuring that your experience and expectations are exceeded by results delivered.
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          Welcome to Slim Studio

          EMSclupt NEO, CoolSculpting Elite, Botox & Dermal Fillers

          Atlantans know Slim Studio to be the Gold Standard destination for non-invasive Body Sculpting & Facial Enhancement.

          At Slim Studio, we keep it simple and fun! We only do what works, we do it better than anyone else, and we have a great time doing it. Our commitment to impeccable care is second to none. 
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    Atlanta's Premier Face & Body Sculpting Center

    At Slim Studio, we pride ourselves on delivering the best Face and Body Sculpting Atlanta has to offer. Our results are simply stunning and we invite you to experience the Slim Studio difference by scheduling a consultation or treatment today!

    
      Book a Treatment Today [image: right arrow]
    

  




  
    
      
        
          Injectables can sculpt, too! 

          Slim Studio offers injectable treatments as part of our innovative beauty packages.

          We offer Botox as well as Dermal Fillers, to create a contoured, youthful look for your face and jawline. These injectables work cohesively as part of your customized treatment plan to create a balanced, full-body transformation.

          We also offer Kybella, an FDA-approved injectable primarily used to get rid of stubborn fat under the chin. Kybella’s unique formula melts away fat cells permanently. While the remaining fat cells will grow and shrink as your weight changes, the fat that is gone is gone for good!

          Injectables [image: right arrow]
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    All We Do is Sculpt

    Atlanta Face & Body Treatments

    Our center is dedicated to offering only the best in Face and Body Treatments. We built our reputation on providing unparalleled care, with the most highly trained and experienced professionals.

    
      EMSculpt NEO [image: right arrow]
      EMSculpt [image: right arrow]
      CoolSculpting Elite[image: right arrow]
      Injectables [image: right arrow]
      Facial Enhancement [image: right arrow]
    

    
      
        
          
          

          
            
              What is EMSculpt NEO?

              Build Muscle, Burn Fat. The NEWEST EMSculpt; EMSculpt NEO is here!

              The most exciting new technology in body contouring, EMSculpt NEO, is available at Slim Studio! EMSculpt works to build and add definition to the muscles and reduces fat with HIFEM (High-Intensity Focused Electromagnetic) technology. Radiofrequency (RF) has been incorporated into the EMSculpt technology resulting in a new device, EMSculpt NEO.

              This state-of-the-art technology delivers two therapies combined; with both HIFEM and RF delivered simultaneously, patients experience increased muscle build and reduced fat. More muscle and less fat; that’s the EMSculpt NEO difference at Slim Studio Atlanta.

              EMSculpt NEO [image: right arrow]
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              What is EMSculpt?

              The EMSculpt Body Sculpting Technology delivers High-Intensity Focused Electromagnetic Energy (HIFEM) to induce powerful muscle contractions that are not achievable through voluntary contraction, such as traditional exercises like sit-ups and squats.

              When strong muscle contractions occur, the muscle tissue is forced to adapt to such extreme conditions. It responds with a deep remodeling of the inner structure of the muscle that results in muscle building and the sculpting of your body.

              EMSculpt[image: right arrow]
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              What is CoolSculpting Elite?

              CoolSculpting Elite is a non-surgical treatment designed to freeze and eliminate unwanted fat cells permanently and safely with no downtime. The procedure is FDA-cleared for treatment of the chin, arms, bra roll, cami fat, abdomen, flanks, underneath the buttocks (also known as banana roll), inner and outer thighs, and knees. Simply put, it is an innovative way to contour your body without surgery.

              CoolSculpting Elite's dual applicator technology is a game-changer in non-surgical body contouring. With the ability to target multiple areas simultaneously, this cutting-edge system significantly reduces treatment time, ensuring you achieve your desired results faster and more comfortably.

              CoolSculpting is the world’s #1 non-invasive fat-reduction procedure. CoolSculpting was FDA cleared in 2010 and is in its 15th year of medical research. It is an effective way to contour your body; you choose the areas that you desire to improve. With more than 7 million CoolSculpting treatments performed worldwide, people everywhere are gaining confidence and loving the way they look, thanks to the one-of-a-kind CoolSculpting Elite procedure.

              CoolSculpting Elite[image: right arrow]
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              Injectables can sculpt, too!

              Slim Studio is very excited to offer Botox and Dermal Filler treatments as part of our innovative beauty packages.

              The first and only treatment that is FDA approved to temporarily minimize moderate to severe frown lines, crow’s feet and forehead lines. Botox, requires minimal downtime and you can return to your daily routine immediately after you leave Slim Studio. From subtle enhancement to profound transformation, our curated lineup of Dermal Fillers empowers you to define your unique allure and discover a look that you’ll adore.
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              Facial Enhancement

              Defy Aging to Tackle Wrinkles

              Botox minimizes wrinkles in the forehead, around the eyes, and above the lips, taking years off your looks. Dermal fillers rejuvenate and add volume to the face to enhance cheekbones, define the jawline, and create fuller, more plump lips. The combination of Botox and fillers together can deliver the most balanced and natural facial rejuvenation.
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          The Difference is Certified

          At Slim Studio we offer body sculpting treatments with superior results, delivered by trained professionals with concierge service.

          Slim Studio is the #1 provider in Georgia, and top 1% in the US for CoolSculpting Elite and EMSculpt NEO. Our experienced staff have all received advanced training and certifications. The phenomenal staff at our award-winning Atlanta medical spa pride themselves on providing honest assessments and employing careful patient selection for treatment recommendations. 
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    New Year, New Location!

    We are thrilled to announce the opening of our new location in the heart of Buckhead at Andrews Square. The popularity and demand for our procedures necessitated our expansion, and it allows us to offer additional services and more appointments for your convenience. At our new med spa in Buckhead, your experience will be enhanced in our luxurious space and you can anticipate the same warm and friendly concierge service that we have always delivered. 
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    Lights! Camera! Satisfaction!

    We love showing our patients the incredible transformative power of EMSculpt and CoolSculpting Elite! Check out our selection of video FAQs to get answers to your body sculpting questions.
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                    EMSculpt is ABSolutely Fabulous!

                  

                  
                    
                      
                      
                      
                         

                      

                    

                    Skip the Squats with EMSculpt!

                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                      
                      
                         

                      

                    

                    Bikini Model EMSculpts her Abs and Gets Stellar Results!
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          Better Together

          The Total Package — Get the most out of your treatments

          At Slim Studio, our trained professionals use the most effective non-surgical body contouring techniques on the market to transform your look. Whether you choose EMSculpt, EMSculpt NEO or CoolSculpting Elite or our injectables, you are going to love your results. But why stop with just one? 

          Our better together treatments combine the fat-fighting and muscle-defining benefits of all of our core treatments into a single, customized package. Each treatment amplifies the others, making the total transformation even more stunning than any single treatment. Our treatments work incredibly well. They work even better together.

          Book a Treatment Today [image: right arrow]
        

      

    

  




  
    Step into the Studio

    Follow us on social media to learn more about our procedures and hear amazing stories of transformation from our satisfied patients.
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      Clients Love Us

      
        
          
            
              
                “I just had to share how amazing Slim Studio is. From my consultation to the treatment and post-treatment, the team has been so professional and amazing to work with. Most importantly, this treatment WORKS. The treatment is quick, painless, and easy. They make sure you are comfortable (you lay on the bed and can watch Netflix, work on your laptop, whatever!) and have everything you need. I was a little nervous, and my technician was SO sweet and comforting.”

                Ili H, Athens, GA, Slim Studio patient

              

            

            
              
                “I'm beyond happy with my CoolSculpting results from Slim Studio CoolSculpting. All the staff are amazing and make the experience so comfortable and relaxing. … I've never seen such a dramatic transformation in 3 months with just one treatment and regular exercise and a healthy diet. I would highly recommend CoolSculpting to any of my male or female friends. It was the easiest decision to not have to worry about the last 5 pounds anymore.”

                Kate M., Atlanta, GA, CoolSculpting patient

              

            

            
              
                “They are wonderful! I had CoolSculpting done on my back (bra fat) and it went great! I'm starting to see results (it's been about a month)! The office/facility is beautiful, and the staff is so informative, accommodating, and nice! I'd highly recommend this business if you are interested in CoolSculpting!”

                Mia J., Cumberland, Smyrna, GA, CoolSculpting patient

              

            

            
              
                “I would like to give Slim Studio 5 stars! I had a CoolSculpting procedure a couple of months ago on my love handles. The procedure itself was painless… the only discomfort I felt was when the applicator was taken off and the technician massaged the area, which only lasted a few minutes. The office was beautiful and the treatment room was very comfortable. It was nice to just relax for a couple of hours! Watched TV and caught up on my emails.”

                Lee M., Atlanta, GA, CoolSculpting patient

              

            

            
              
                “I am a VERY happy client of Slim Studio. I have been treated twice on the flanks (muffin top), abdomen, and inner thighs. I can both see the difference and feel it in the way my clothes fit. My consultations and communication with the team there have always been very pleasant and professional. It was very important to me, when researching this service, to go to a place that SPECIALIZES, not dabbles. The facility is beautiful and relaxing.”

                Cindy M., Smyrna, GA, CoolSculpting patient
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    The Skinny on Slim

    Latest Stories from the Blog
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          EMSculpt NEO at Slim Studio Featured in Best Self Magazine

          Check out our expose in Best Self Magazine, where we cover frequently asked questions about EMSculpt NEO treatments at Slim [...]
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          CoolSculpting Treatment Areas

          Transcript: The areas of the body that we are able to CoolSculpt include: The Chin The Arms The [...]
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          Lose the Love Handles with CoolSculpting!

          Transcript: Laura: Hi I'm Laura and this is one of our clients Michael who has done a couple rounds [...]
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          What is the Cost of CoolSculpting?

          Transcript: Hi I'm Laura a CoolSculpting technician at Slim Studio and people often ask, what is the cost [...]

        
      

    

  



  
    
      
        
          
            Book a complimentary consultation today!

            It’s easy to get started on your face and body sculpting journey. Your first step is to schedule a complimentary consultation at Slim Studio. You will find our staff warm, friendly, and eager to help you attain your face and body sculpting goals.

            56 E Andrews Dr NW, Upper Level, Suite 11, Atlanta, GA 30305

            
              Book Now[image: right arrow icon]
            

          

          
            



          

        

      

    

  



  
    
      
        (404) 410-7777

        56 E Andrews Dr NW, Upper Level, Suite 11, 
 Atlanta GA 30305 
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        Mon - Fri: 9am – 7pm

Saturday: By Appointment

Sunday: Closed
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